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Abstract : The Yellow Vests’ motto is “neither right wing nor left wing”. Rather than “taking sides”,
they have chosen to dismiss entrenched political parties altogether, setting them back to back. Yet, when
they emerged in France the public space was already informed by pre-existing structures and rife with
tensions. Their actions are therefore necessarily situated, embedded in this space and imbued with some
of its properties. This calls for an examination of the movement’s role and the position of its digital
expression on Facebook. How do online citation practices reveal not so much the movement’s political
colour, but the political space that informs it and which it in turn informs ? This article answers this
question by introducing an original methodological framework that makes it possible to extend ideological
embeddedness of Twitter users to posts published on Facebook. We first use a correspondence analysis to
reduce the adjacency matrix that links French members of parliament to their Twitter followers. This first
step allows us to identify two latent axes which are decisive in explaining the structure of the network. The
first dimension distributes individuals according to their position on the left-to-right axis of the political
space, and we interpret the second as a measure of distance to power. These two dimensions frame a space
in which we then position hundreds of thousands of Twitter users along with URLs and media cited on
the platform and, by extension, publications from almost 1,000 of the most active Facebook groups in the
Yellow Vests movement. We finally quantify the evolution in these groups’ publications within the latent
ideological space, to provide both an interpretation and an answer to the question of the movement’s
political orientation. The dynamics observed support the interpretation of a movement that was initially
fuelled by far right-wing resources but then quickly shifted to the left while maintaining an attitude of
dissent. This portrait sketched through the lens of the Yellow Vests’ use of media on Facebook perfectly
illustrates the idea of a multifaceted populism.
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Introduction

On 17 November 2018, hundreds of thousands of demonstrators donned yellow high-visibility jackets
and took to the streets for a full day of widespread road blockades across all of France. This first of
many “acts” in the mobilization stemmed from anger that was largely stoked by a series of increases in
fuel prices. The first signs of this movement that would evolve and grow with every new Act, Saturday
after Saturday for over a year, are often said to be the petition published by Priscillia Ludosky on
change.org and Jacline Mouraud’s video to “Monsieur Macron”. After having occupied motorway tolls,
blocked access to fuel depots and held roundabouts throughout the country, the Gilets Jaunes’ actions
converged on places of power : prefectures, the National Assembly, and right up to the highly symbolic
Arc de Triomphe.

The scope of their demands simultaneously broadened until they were no longer calling just for
lower taxes, but also for better local social services, an ambitious constitutional reform (the Citizens’
Initiative Referendum) and an increase in purchasing power. Through various consultation mechanisms,
such as the Vrai débat (“True debate” – by opposition to the Grand débat initiated by the government)
or the Assemblée des assemblées (“Assembly of Assemblies”), they set out to define a list of demands
resembling a political programme (Suignard, Escoffier, Charaudeau, & Brugidou, 2020). The Yellow Vests
thus appear to be a large-scale social and political movement. Yet can we really assign it a political colour
and determine its position on the ideological scale that is traditionally used to interpret social movements
of such magnitude ?

This type of question warrants cautious examination, as Gilets jaunes movement has consistently
paid very careful attention to its independence and has resisted all efforts to categorize its ideologies.
It was moreover organized independently of any political party or trade union, and has refused to take
on an organizational form of its own by refusing any delegation mechanism. Various leaders of political
groups or trade unions announced their support for the movement, and some of them cautiously showed
themselves publicly with prominent individuals of the movement in order to seduce their sympathisers.
But in the streets and on Facebook alike, activists were careful not to display their affiliations – and those
who did were rebuked by their peers. Quite marginally, two “Yellow Vest” candidacies emerged in the
European elections of May 2019, but they were overwhelmingly as accused of contradicting the spirit of
the movement, and drew very few votes. Research on the Yellow Vests movement shows that the slogan
“neither right wing nor left wing” was one of its most essential features and an indispensable factor in
unifying the mobilization (Bendali et al., 2019). The Yellow Vests have constantly sought emancipation
from any interpretations seeking to pin them down to a position on the traditional political and ideological
spectrum. Thus, questionnaire surveys conducted among participants in the mobilizations (André et al.,
2019 ; Tristan Guerra, 2019) show that 35% of the respondents refused to position themselves on the
left/right axis, and that 52% claimed not to be close to any political party (André et al., 2019).

Even though the Yellow Vests claimed to embody an original political form, many analysts have
tirelessly sought to interpret and define the movement’s political and ideological nature. At first, many
observers tried to position it on the right/left axis, stressing, particularly in its early days, that it had
ties with the far right. Others then began to see it as a left-wing movement and, later, as a manifestation
of the ultra-left – primarily due to the presence of violent groups during demonstrations. However, these
unsatisfactory definitions also gave rise to other types of characterization, as editorialists focused on
episodes of the mobilization in to give it an overall colour. For instance, fake news shared in their groups led
to the view that the Yellow Vests were “conspiracy theorists” ; insults levelled at the political commentator
Alain Finkielkraut were used to portray them as “antisemitic” ; the presence of journalists from Russia
Today’s French branch alongside demonstrators made them “pro-Russian”, and so on. Intellectuals, too,
have proposed many reflections linking it to historical movements, to depict it as a new “sans-culotte”
uprising (Sophie Wahnich in (Confavreux, 2019)), a “popular social revolt” (Noiriel, 2019) or “citizenism”
(Samuel Hayat in (Confavreux, 2019)).

As is often the case, however, most of the debate revolved around the use of the controversial term
“populism”, without any consensus being reached. The combination of demands, diverse tactics and
strong anti-government positions led some commentators to describe the Yellow Vests as a populist
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movement. Tarragoni et Gaudillière (2019) see them as the French version of other manifestations of
populism that occurred when the Great Recession hit Europe in the late 2000s and contributed to the
electoral successes of Podemos in Spain and M5S in Italy (Della Porta, Fernández, Kouki, & Mosca, 2017).
Others, however, have challenged this characterization ; Etienne Balibar, for instance, saw it rather as
“counter-populism” (in (Confavreux, 2019)). It seems that the Yellow Vests are characteristically hard
to characterize. Much of the research on the movement’s social composition has shown its heterogeneity,
particularly the diversity in its members’ backgrounds, occupations, and territorial situations. These
studies have often emphasized how difficult it is to delineate the categories of committed activists, casual
supporters, and distant sympathizers, and how fluid the dynamics of participation in the movement were,
as its sociological composition continuously changed throughout the mobilization. Yet this indeterminate
aspect of the movement should not dissuade us from endeavouring to outline the ideological space within
which it unfolded.

One of our intentions with this article is to show that digital methods can offer an original way to
situate the Yellow Vests in an ideological space, without a priori imposing a scale of political positioning
derived from the traditional right/left dichotomy. The objective here is not to renew the categories of
ideological analysis so much as to identify them through an approach that is free from preconceptions –
that is to say, through an inductive approach.

We posit that there are two ways of ideologically positioning social actors. The first consists in asking
them to position themselves explicitly on a left-right axis, or to infer their position on this axis from
their votes and past commitments (Algan, Beasley, Cohen, Foucault, & Péron, 2019). This method has
the advantage of affording a comprehensive understanding the actors’ attachments to the left-right axis,
as expressed by them – assuming that the coordinates of this axis are common knowledge allowing each
actor to position themself in relation to the others on a scale. With the second strategy, the actors are
not asked for their opinions ; instead there is an attempt to rank them, based on an analysis of the salient
issues in their programmes and demands (Volkens, Bara, & Budge, 2009), their leaders’ discourse, or
the ideas to which they refer. In comparative work on the analysis of discourse and ideologies, panels
of experts are sometimes called upon to thus qualify social processes within a framework of ideological
positioning (Hooghe et al., 2010 ; Rooduijn et al., 2019).

In this article we have opted for a methodology that offers a third strategy. We show that it is possible
to inductively construct a latent ideological space based on digital traces, and to infer actors’ ideological
positions by placing them in that space. The method we describe here does not afford verstehen , insofar
as it is detached from actors’ reflexively produced identifications. It is not hermeneutic either, as it
would be if it relied on established intellectual constructions drawn from the history of ideas. Its main
characteristic is that it generates an instrument – which we call a latent ideological space – based neither
on actors’ statements nor on experts’ interpretations. Instead, it is derived from a considerable volume of
digital behaviours initially produced by thousands of Internet users following political figures on Twitter
and then sharing hypertext links on social media. The structure of this multidimensional space emerges
from the automatic calculation of a very large volume of digital traces, the perimeter of which was traced
based on the accounts of MPs and senators. This plots out a kind of architecture, a geometry, within
which it becomes possible, by extension, to position very different sets of entities. We will provide a
step-by-step description of the different stages in the construction of this space, and then its gradual
shift towards the Yellow Vests groups on Facebook. As an introduction it must nevertheless be stressed
that, while such an approach is obviously neither neutral nor completely immanent, it does require us
to identify the strengths and limits, for the social sciences, of an inductive and behaviouralist approach
based on massive data. As we will see, the outcomes it yields are consistent with those obtained with
more traditional methods of political science, and yet it also offers new tools for exploration and analysis.
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1 The National Assembly, the Yellow Vests, and the media

1.1 A brief overview of methods of ideological inference

The literature on the inference of ideological positions typically cites a widely diverse set of political
science methods (Imai, Lo, & Olmsted, 2016) that draws on parliamentary election voting data. These
methods are entirely inductive and generally do not require previous knowledge of individuals’ politi-
cal affiliations. Representatives’ latent ideological positioning is taken from a dimensionality reduction
operation wherein individuals are assigned positions based exclusively on their past voting decisions,
and specifically on differences between their voting decisions. The pioneering work of Poole et Rosenthal
(1991) has thus made it possible to measure the degree of polarization in the US Senate (Bonica, 2014)
and in Europe (Hix, Noury, & Roland, 2006), or to follow the ideological movements of certain lawmakers.
Several methods of inference have been developed along similar principles (Clinton, Jackman, & Rivers,
2004 ; Poole, Lewis, Lo, & Carroll, 2008) ; the best known among them is called NOMINATE (Nominal
Three-Step Estimation).

These methods, however, serve only to position lawmakers. If the shape of the political space is not
specified from the start and does not necessarily fit in a single dimension, such a calculation may apply only
to members of an elected assembly. More recently, methods have been developed that make it possible,
based on a speech or a question to parliament, to predict which party the speaker belongs to (often
between Republicans and Democrats) (Gentzkow, Shapiro, & Taddy, 2019 ; Jensen et al., 2012). As these
text-based methods rely on another form of signal than parliamentary votes, they can expand the realm
of entities that may be immersed in an associated latent ideological space. However, the learning sample
on which they are based is so specialized that it restricts this expansion. Rheault et Cochrane (2020), for
instance, have implemented word embedding formalism to infer the ideological positions of parliamentary
texts. Similarly – but once again in a relatively limited field of application – GrosecloseGroseclose et
Milyo (2005) have measured media outlets’ ideological bias according to their propensity to quote certain
think tanks.

The advent of social media platforms has enabled inference methods to move out of parliaments and
account for the relative positions of a wide variety of actors in the digital public space (Ecormier-Nocca
& Sauger, 2020). Bond et Messing (2015) were among the first to massively apply these methods to
analyse the dynamics of Internet users’ political positions. In their study, more than 6 million Facebook
users following at least two of the 1,200 “official” political pages hosted by Facebook at the time were
placed on a right/left axis. Naturally, this data serves only Facebook researchers, which is why most
recent efforts to infer political ideology from social networks have focused on Twitter, whose API allows
for easy collection of large amounts of data and, in particular, of the online social relationships that link
users of the platform to their followers. Pablo Barberà has popularized the use of Twitter data to infer
ideological space (Barberá, 2015 ; Barberá, Jost, Nagler, Tucker, & Bonneau, 2015). His method is largely
inspired by the one Bond et Messing (2015) used on Facebook, but draws from an analysis of the list of
followers of all of a country’s elected representatives (MPs and senators). The idea is simple : Barberà
and his colleagues hypothesize that two individuals with similar political beliefs will tend to follow the
same political accounts on Twitter. This classical homophily hypothesis allows them to assess accounts’
political position based solely on the political accounts they follow. Individuals are thus attributed a score
on a one-dimensional axis that is meant to reflect their ideological position. This political position is then
inferred using a Bayesian model which assumes that each individual is defined by a latent ideology score
whose value inflects the likelihood that they will follow such or such a senator, member of parliament or
media outlet.

In the original article, the method was applied to 6 different countries (the United States, Spain, Italy,
Germany and the Netherlands), and validated by numerous measures exogenous to Twitter (Barberá &
Rivero, 2015). This method had already been tested in France by Briatte et Gallic (2015) who measured
the ideology scores of a thousand of the most central accounts in the French political landscape. In this
article, we adopt the same principle but exploit the ideological positions of hundreds of thousands of
accounts in the outlined space, for the purpose of characterizing the latent ideological space in which
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Yellow Vest Facebook groups evolve. Our strategy is set out in detail in the following section.

1.2 Une méthode en trois étapes

1.3 A three-step method

Our study is based on the way Yellow Vests express themselves on Facebook. While the movement
extends beyond it, this platform is one of its preferred forums (Boyer, Delemotte, Gauthier, Rollet, &
Schmutz, 2020). As our data is not intended to be an exhaustive representation of the ideology expressed
by the Yellow Vests, we “probe” and map their ideological space, based on traces of their digital interac-
tions. Our method consists of three steps, as represented in Figure 1. First, a latent ideological space is
constructed from the network of Twitter users who follow French MPs and senators. These scores are then
extrapolated to the URLs shared by the Twitter accounts positioned in that space. Finally, individual
Facebook posts are given the “political colour” of the links they contain. The ideological space occupied
by a Facebook group is described by the cloud of ideological positions of each of the URLs shared on it
(and therefore, strictly speaking, by the ideological distribution of the accounts sharing them). The same
operation can be carried out on the scale of an online media. An online daily or a YouTube channel form
a distribution in the ideological space corresponding to the set of scores of the Twitter accounts that have
shared URLs from this outlet.

Inference of the ideological positions of 
Twitter accounts in 2D

La
te

nt
 p

ol
iti

ca
l s
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ce

Ideological positions of hyperlinks 
according to Twitter accounts

Inference of the ideological positions of 
Facebook publications by URL citation

Figure 1 – Breakdown of our methodology into three stages. From left to right : inference of an ideological
space from Twitter accounts (based on their links to MPs and senators), calculation of the scores of URLs
as the average position of the accounts having shared them, and propagation of these scores to the posts
and then to the Facebook groups in which these links are shared.

This analysis based on hypertext links sheds light on the manifold drawn by the Yellow Vests movement
(Part 4.2). As the movement has undergone considerable change, reading its movements on different scales
allows us to reconstruct a new understanding of it. The ideological space induced from Twitter is, in the
true sense of the word, virtual – meaning potential. It presents both as an atmosphere, since it is external
to the actors, who are positioned “virtually”, and as a structure serving to establish relative positions in
several dimensions, which can be moved to other types of data. This mobility is precisely what allows us
to extend elected officials’ latent ideological space into the Yellow Vests’ Facebook posts, by propagating
political labels via hyperlinks.

The three steps illustrated in Figure 1 will also serve as a guide for the next three parts. In the first
part, we present our application of a method for inferring ideologies from data collected on Twitter to
assign several hundred thousand users a position in a political space. In the second part, we describe
and validate this space. In the third part, we use these individual positions to characterize a set of URLs
shared by our tagged users, which often link back to media outlets. Finally, in the last part, we put this
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positioning of press articles, videos, and other online resources to use, to project the posts produced by
Yellow Vests Facebook groups in this virtual space (part 4.1).

2 Inferring the latent political space from Twitter

Before projecting the Yellow Vests’ Facebook interactions into the political space, we begin by
constructing this latent political space from Twitter. We first introduced the literature on inference
of ideological scores (Section 1.1. We now turn to present the datasets on which we drew (Section 2.2),
before describing the space thus constructed (Section 2.3) and empirically assessing it (Section 2.4).

2.1 Collecte de données relationnelles sur Twitter

2.2 Relational data collection on Twitter

The first step in this methodology aims to infer the political positions of a set of Twitter accounts
that follow MPs. In his original paper, Barberá (2015) looks at a set of actors from the world of politics :
elected representatives at national level and the Twitter accounts of political parties and of the country’s
main political news media. The relations that anonymous Twitter accounts do or do not establish with
these highly politically discriminating accounts make it possible to measure their latent position in the
form of a simple scalar whose value is inferred by a Monte-Carlo method using Markov chains. We have
simplified the protocol and considered only members of parliament during their term of office in the
National Assembly or the Senate in 2019.

First, using the data collected and maintained daily by the association Regards Citoyens 1, we compiled
the list of 883 Twitter accounts held by French MPs (545) and senators (338).

We thus had an exhaustive list of followers of Twitter-using lawmakers in May 2019. In total, 856
of these accounts (the list of which is appended in section A) had an active account, from which we
extracted all follower data on 22 May 2019 2. We thus identified 4 487 430 separate accounts that followed
at least one of these accounts. This bipartite network was then reduced to a network of 979 606 accounts
following at least 3 of the 856 elected officials. Finally, we removed the Twitter accounts whose profile
was duplicated 3 from the initial data, to end up with a sample of only 368 831 accounts.

2.3 Inferring the ideological positions of Twitter users

From these data, we extracted an adjacency matrix A composed of 368 831 users who follow at least 3
of the 856 political figures selected. If i is one of the 368 831 users, and j one of the 856 selected politicians’
accounts, the final adjacency matrix is a binary matrix defined as :

A(i, j) =

{
1 if i follows j,
0 if i does not follow j

Our correspondence analysis 4 shows two main axes which explain respectively 1.07% and 0.97% of
the total inertia. The distribution of the positions of the 856 accounts immersed in this latent space is
represented in Figure 2. Clearly, our initial population of accounts is distributed in a very particular way.
To interpret the axes thus constructed, it is necessary to represent certain accounts whose political label
is known. The obvious choice is to represent the MPs and senators who are present both in rows and in

1. https://github.com/regardscitoyens/twitter-parlementaires/blob/master/data/deputes.csv,
https://github.com/regardscitoyens/twitter-parlementaires/blob/master/data/senateurs.csv

2. We wish to thank Justin Clark for leading this collection effort, and for his extensive guidance in implementing the
Barbera inference method.

3. Hundreds of thousands of accounts followed exclusively the 3 accounts MLP officiel’, ’jlmelenchon’, ’manuelvalls’ ;
tens of thousands followed exclusively (among all deputies and senators) the 5 accounts ’official MLP’, ’BrunoLeMaire’,
’jlmelenchon’, ’JVPlace’, ’jclagarde’, ’manuelvalls’. These accounts’ renown tends to distort the constructed space because
of the very large population of accounts that occupy the same position.

4. Which was carried out with the help of the Prince library
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Figure 2 – Distribution of the 368 831 Twitter accounts positioned in the two-dimensional ideological
space.

columns of the starting adjacency matrix (their accounts are also likely to match those of their colleagues’
in both chambers).

In Figure 3, we first identified the distribution of the ideological positions of the “column profiles” of all
the MPs and senators on the two axes. From the order that emerges we can propose a first interpretation
of our axes, which appear to oppose majority and opposition for the first, and right wing and left wing for
the second. These qualifications seem obvious even though the automatic inference method also produces
some variations with regard to the results an experienced political scientist would expect. First, the
distribution of deputies and senators is laid out on the first axis according to their relation to power
and institutions. Deputies and senators from the government majority (LREM and Modem) draw this
distribution out by opposing those from La France insoumise, the PCF, and the Rassemblement national.
Proximity to or distance from the government and institutions thus clearly marks the degree of integration
with those in power by separating members of parties with regular government experience from the others.
The second axis clearly distributes lawmakers on the right and left wings. It does, however, reveal an
anomaly in the positions of LREM deputies and senators, who are located slightly more to the left
than socialist MPs. Although there are certainly multiple valid explanations for this phenomenon, it is
reasonable to assume that, as they were newcomers to politics, LREM deputies and senators were not
politically identified by Twitter users at the time of our data collection (a year after the election) and
that the distribution of their subscribers was therefore less stable. This interpretation is supported by
the fact that, when one looks at individual MPs, the positions of the few experienced members of LREM
(who had already been in office as members of the PS or the Republicans) on the right/left axis is much
more in line with what could be expected.

In this space it is also possible to project the “line profiles” of any of the accounts following at least
3 senators and deputies from our base, and many political figures – including the MPs themselves – are
naturally part of this set. We have thus included in Figure 4 all the French MPs, to whom we have added
a certain number of political figures (former ministers, heads of lists at the last European elections) that
we could assign to one of the following thirteen parties : La France Insoumise (LFI - 39 members), the
French Communist Party (PCF - 43), Europe-Écologie Les Verts (EELV -31), Génération.s (16), the
Socialist Party (PS - 236), the Radical Left Party (PRG - 16), La République en Marche (LREM - 365),
the MoDem (49), the centrists (UDI, AGIR... - 107), Les Républicains (LR - 293), Debout la France
(DLF - 16), the Patriotes (10) and the Rassemblement National (RN - 22).
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Figure 3 – Box-and-whiskers diagram showing the distribution of the main parties present in our sample
on the two main axes of the latent political space. While the second axis clearly orders the parties according
to their ideological orientation, from the most left-wing to the most right-wing, the first axis distributes
the parties according to their proximity to institutions.
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Dominique Mahé

Jean-Philippe Tanguy

Karima Delli

Michèle Rivasi
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Benoît Hamon

Guillaume Balas

Isabelle Thomas
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Amélie Dutheil de La Rochère Joffrey Bollée

Mireille d'Ornano

Jacques Bompard
Adrien Quatennens

Alexis Corbière
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Jean-Luc Mélenchon

François Fillon
Jean-François Copé

Nathalie Kosciusko-Morizet
Valérie Pecresse

Manuel Valls Bruno Le Maire

Christophe Castaner

Édouard Philippe

Geneviève Darrieussecq

Marc Fesneau

Marielle de Sarnez

Sarah El Haïry

Elsa Faucillon
Fabien Gay

Pierre Laurent

Ian Brossat

Bernard Jomier

François-Michel Lambert

Sylvia Pinel

Thierry Braillard

Axelle Lemaire

Claude Bartolone

Jean-Vincent Placé

Stéphane Le Foll

Marion Maréchal-Le Pen
Jordan Bardella

Gilbert Collard

Marine Le Pen

Figure 4 – Positions of almost
a thousand political accounts (de-
puties, senators, candidates in the
last European elections, ministers
or former ministers) in the latent
space induced by the correspon-
dence analysis. A few individual ac-
counts are labelled. The accounts
of each personality are coloured ac-
cording to their party, whose ave-
rage position is represented by a
circle and whose size is proportional
to its number of elected representa-
tives. The 4 most followed accounts
of each party are labelled with their
full name.

2.4 Validation using comparison with scores inferred from votes

One way of validating our method based on social media analysis is to compare our distribution
of deputies and senators to the scores obtained through the usual method of ordering members of a
chamber according to their votes. To carry out this verification, we correlated the ideological positions
of the accounts of MPs obtained on Twitter with those that can be inferred from their votes in the
Senate and the National Assembly. Classically, roll call data analysis serves to order deputies or Senators
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according to similarities in their voting choices (Clinton et al., 2004 ; Poole & Rosenthal, 1984). For the
National Assembly, we produced an individual score per MP using voting data collected over the first
year of the 15th legislature : 995 votes held between 4 July 2017 and 26 June 2018 5. As for the Senate,
we considered all the votes of the 2017-2018 parliamentary session to which we had access at the time :
139 votes, held between 18 October 2017 and 19 June 2018 6.

575 MPs and 349 senators are included in this dataset, whose position we have inferred using a one-
dimensional “spatial vote” model 7. We were thus able to associate a score with 484 deputies and 224
senators for whom we had also inferred a position on Twitter. We then tested the correlation (Spearman’s)
between the positions of the representatives on the two axes produced by the Twitter analysis with the
score obtained from their votes in the two chambers. The associated correlation tables are shown in
Figure 10. Each dimension of our correspondence analysis is strongly correlated with the order that
emerged from representatives’ votes in both chambers. The first axis (which we have interpreted as
distance to power) is thus strongly related to the logics behind deputies’ votes (R = .79). The second
axis (right/left valency) is strongly correlated to the order produced by senators’ votes (R = .75). While
the values of the correlation coefficients are not as strong as those that Barberá (2015) had measured on
a single dimension, they are significant enough on both axes to indicate that the latent space constructed
does indeed capture an order emanating from parliamentary activity.

3 Media space

Once this latent ideological space was constituted, our method in this research consisted in propagating
it towards new entities in order to position them in the two-dimensional space we were able to create
using lawmakers. The architecture of the space remains the same, but we modify its population. In order
to propagate these labels towards Yellow Vests Facebook users, the second step in our methodology
consists in positioning the URLs shared on Twitter in the same latent ideological space. By aggregating
URLs linking to the same domain 8, it is possible to describe the position occupied by a media outlet,
an association or a YouTube channel, by simply defining it as the sum of the political orientations of the
Internet users who share their contents.

3.1 URL sharing data on Twitter

We first selected a random sample of 40 000 Twitter accounts from among those politically engaged
accounts of which we could infer the ideological position (i.e : accounts that follow at least 3 senators
and/or deputies). We then captured their most recent tweets (up to 3 200 for the most active ones) using
Twitter’s API. Finally, we extracted all shared hyperlinks from this body of tweets (39 392 tweets shared
at least one link). In total, we counted 23 534 803 links, citing 13 279 718 distinct URLs. After normalizing
domain names, we identified 419 256 different domains in the data. We could then carry out a range of
operations on these domains, which often belonged to media outlets.

3.2 One media outlet, varied audiences

The first operation we undertook consisted simply in representing the projection in the ideological
space of a set of articles published on the same media site. The left side of Figure 6 thus illustrates
how articles published on the same outlet can generate an echo on Twitter among ideologically diverse
audiences. The articles on Russia Today in France, a channel that constantly plays on the ambivalence

5. These data (as well as the senators’) have been compiled by the association Regards Citoyens and are hosted in an
aggregated form at this address : https://git.regardscitoyens.org/regardscitoyens/sprint-scrutins/-/tree/master.

6. See the Senate’s website for details on the votes :https://www.senat.fr/scrutin-public/scr2017.html
7. The “pscl” (Jackman et al., 2017) was used to analyse these data (via MCMC). We thank Jason Kaiser for his advice

on its use.
8. The domain name is the first entity of a web address, for instance, http ://www.insee.fr.
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Figure 5 – Top : Correlations between the two axes of our correspondence analysis (scores are in the
columns) and the scores attributed to senators and deputies according to their votes in Parliament. Votes
in the Senate correlate very well with the second axis, votes in the Assembly with the first axis. Bottom :
Detail of correlations by political families in the National Assembly (left) and the Senate (right)

of its position, are a perfect illustration of this : some are shared by Twitter accounts positioned on the
left, while others are shared by accounts positioned on the far right.

However, when aggregating all the shared content from a given media or domain, the associated two-
dimensional distribution is almost always unimodal. The distribution of articles shared from Le Monde,
Reporterre and Valeurs actuelles in Figure 6 very clearly show how distinct these publications’ positions
are in the latent ideological space. We systematically tested the most shared domains, those that totalled
more than 5,000 shares (there were about 400 of them), and for each of them, the Phi-Means statistic
used (Siffer, Fouque, Termier, & Largouët, 2018) detected a unimodal distribution in 97% of cases 9.
Most of the domains that do not show a unimodal distribution are sites that could be thought to project
themselves isotropically into the ideological space, because they correspond either to web services or to
online commerce platforms (unfollow.fr, shrd.com, clubic.com, etsy.com, cdiscount.com, hugedomains.com,
fno.fr 10 ). Moreover, only very few sites have truly bimodal distribution. This is notably the case of La
France Insoumise (LFI) or the site melenchon.fr, whose distributions are represented in Figure 7.

9. This statistic was calculated with a 95% confidence level.
10. fno.fr is the national foundation of speech therapists’ website
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Figure 6 – Ideological profile of three URLs shared on Russia Today. The article on the authorization
of the Islamic veil during school outings was largely taken up by a left-leaning audience. On the other
hand, the articles on the refusal to accredit RT and Sputnik to cover the European elections, and on the
suspension of policeman and trade unionist Alexandre Langlois were mostly shared by a rather right-
wing audience (and, for the former, some people closer to power). [right] Ideological distribution of a
random sample of 20,000 shared URLs from Le Monde, Reporterre and Valeurs Actuelles. The political
orientation of these media outlets’ audiences is clearly visible in their joint distribution on the two axes

3.3 Political distribution of the media

The example of Jean-Luc Mélenchon’s blog is nevertheless “the exception that proves the rule”.
It therefore seems reasonable to start off by summarizing a web domain’s ideological position as the
average position of the accounts that have shared its URLs. This principle led us to map Figure 8 ,
which represents the spatial distribution of the 20 000 media most shared on Twitter in our sample. The
projection of media in the latent ideological space shows that, based on the same kind of principles of
organization as in the two-dimensional space of deputies and senators, tensions on the distance to power
axis and left-wing/right-wing axis provide a relevant framework for interpretation. However, the new
entities that we have projected in this space require us to review the definition of the axis of distance
to power and institutions. Here, it pits peripheral, highly politicized and small audience media against
central, professional and very broad audience media. Top and centre of the map are major publications
in the daily and regional press, L’Equipe, or the main radio and television stations such as franceinfo.tv.
The place of the economic news press such as Les Echos, La Tribune or Challenges also reflects the
effect of the first axis (proximity to power). Going a little further down the map, the effect of the second
dimension (right-left axis) comes into play and slightly separates professional, central, major newspapers
or magazines between those that lean rather to the centre-left (Le Monde, France Culture, Libération,
Télérama, The Guardian) and those that are more centre-right oriented (Le Figaro, L’opinion, Paris-
Match, Atlantico). At the bottom of the map, political polarization on the right-left axis introduces a
rift between two distinct camps, with two types of media which are both in a position of much stronger
opposition to power and institutions. They also have a much smaller audience than the mainstream media.
The constellation formed in the left part of the map shows, after media that are more integrated into the
institutional pole, such as Alternatives économiques, Médiapart or Reporterre, more politicized media
such as L’Humanité, Révolution permanente or Lundi.am. On the other oppositional fringe, right-wing
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Figure 7 – Ideological distribution corresponding to the 13 112 times content from the France insoumise
website and 6 571 times content from Jean-Luc Mélenchon’s blog was shared. Naturally, the profiles are
similar, yet they are surprisingly bimodal (with a set of points focused on the radical left first and then
on a space corresponding to a more “institutional” left).

media (Causeur, Valeurs actuelles) unfold in the intermediate zone, up to the identitarian far-right’s
sites (Français de souche) and national-revolutionary outlets. Thus immersed into our latent ideological
space, the positions of media appears to be surprisingly consistent with the results obtained in another
study (Cardon, Cointet, Ooghe, & Plique, 2019), which used different principles of grouping as it looked
at hypertext links exchanged between media sites.

Furthermore, Figure 8 also shows the dispersion of media URL sharing on the right/left axis (represen-
ted in colour). This measure of ideological diversity should be interpreted with caution, as the ideological
space is characterized by diversity. However, the results of such a measure are nevertheless interesting.
The media with the least distributed shared articles are those from the dominant central pole, closer
to power, on the one hand and, on the other hand, right-wing and far-right media. Articles from these
outlets are shared on Twitter by accounts with relatively consistent ideological identities, while articles
from the centre-left mainstream media and, more surprisingly, from more left-wing media that stand
further away from power, are shared by accounts that are ideologically more dispersed. These results give
a fairly accurate representation of the ideological form of the French media space and, in particular, of
sharing on Twitter, whose barycentre is located centre-left (Boyadjian, 2014 ; Charon, 2006).

4 Yellow Vests Facebook groups

At the tail end of this long walk to shift the latent ideological space towards the Yellow Vests, the last
phase of our method consists in extending the ideological positions of the URLs extracted from Twitter
accounts in the previous step to the posts that quote these URLs on Facebook, and especially within
Yellow Vests groups.

4.1 Group data collection on Facebook

To collect publications from Yellow Vest groups on Facebook, we used Facebook’s Crowdtangle API.
In a first exploratory step, we identified all Facebook groups that used one of the variants of the phrase
“Yellow Vests” (singular, plural, attached, detached, preceded by a hashtag or not) : a total of 21 047
groups. We then set aside the 1,000 most active groups and proceeded to examine them manually in order
to exclude those that were not Yellow Vest militant groups (some groups which commented on political
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Figure 8 – Distribution of the 20 000 domains cited by the largest number of accounts on Twitter. The
100 most cited sites are labelled, as is a random selection of sites on the periphery of the political space.
The size of domains is proportional to the number of times they were cited on Twitter. The colour of the
domains corresponds to the standard deviation of sites’ ideological position on the right/left axis.
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news but did not sympathise with the Yellow Vests were thus excluded). Our sample thus covers the 892
most active Yellow Vests Facebook groups, which totalled 2,667,810 members 11 as of 7 October 2019,
the collection deadline.

We extracted all messages posted on the 892 most active groups between 1 November 2017 and 7
October 2019, which yielded a starting sample of 9 755 214 posts. Yellow Vests groups could retrospectively
be found prior to 2018 because some groups changed their names during that year to integrate the phrase
“Yellow Vests” when the movement emerged. We therefore decided to keep them, in order to integrate
into our analysis the ideological space in which the Yellow Vests’ claims began to spread (Figure 9).
However, the number of posts collected before November 2018 is almost insignificant compared to the
volume of data generated daily from the first act onwards.
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Figure 9 – Number of posts published among our groups, and number of likes and shares generated

4.2 The Yellow Vests in the political space

We subsequently focused on almost 2 million posts that quoted resources outside of Facebook or used
them to illustrate their discourse (we counted precisely 1 875 462 posts citing 2 377 875 URLs, of which
456 435 appeared only once 12). Interestingly, almost a quarter of those URLs linked to videos hosted on
YouTube (576,277 posts, quoting 57,699 different URLs).

Given our data collection strategy (based on a sample of 40 000 Twitter users) and the fact that not
all content shared on Facebook necessarily circulates on Twitter, we were able to associate an ideological
position with only a small proportion of these URLs. Of the 1 371 794 URLs for which we were able to
define a political label calculated as the average position of the users who shared them (provided there
were at least 5 of them), only 85 742 were found in our Yellow Vests groups. Nevertheless, they were cited
in our sample 788 104 times between 1 October 2018 and 1 August 2019, in almost a third of all posts
featuring a URL (precisely 36.4% as of 1 September 2019). Figure 9 shows that the proportion of posts
containing URLs labelled by our method is relatively stable throughout the movement. It is difficult to
characterize the bias that may stem from this lack of coverage of posts. In all likelihood, as our results
indicate that the URLs found on Facebook are characteristically distant from institutions, it is reasonable
to assume that the statistical bias that URLs that do not circulate on Twitter may introduce would likely
amplify the observed effect.
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Figure 10 – Distribution of the ideological space occupied by URLs shared on Twitter (40 000 random
accounts) [left], and URLs shared on Yellow Vests Facebook groups [right]

4.3 Static Analysis

To identify the Yellow Vests’ ideological “colour”, we position their publications in our latent ideologi-
cal space. Figure 10 presents two layouts side-by-side, which both represent spatial distributions of shared
URLs. In accordance with the calculation applied to media in the previous section, we define the position
of a URL as the average of the inferred ideological positions of the Twitter accounts that shared it. Only
URLs that were shared at least five times were kept. It hence becomes possible to put into perspective
the ideological envelope composed of all the URLs cited by our random sample of 40 000 “politically
engaged” accounts on Twitter since the summer of 2018 (left hand figure), and the distribution of URLs
shared in Yellow Vests Facebook groups in our sample (right hand figure).

The contrast is striking. Contrary to the standard distribution of links on Twitter, the bulk of the
distribution of Yellow Vests on Facebook is located on the most “oppositional” (distant from power)
border of the latent ideological space. And, while it is very distant from the pole of institutional power,
the Yellow Vests are also barely present on the right/left axis, which reveals the movement’s widely
heterogeneous political distribution. As far as the two dimensions deployed in this space are concerned,
it is indeed the first dimension, distance to institutions, which constitutes the dominant and unifying
characteristic of the Yellow Vests’ posts, much more than the second dimension.

Transposed now onto the Yellow Vests movement, the first axis, which we had defined in the context
of parliamentary space as proximity or distance to governmental power and institutions, appears to be a
good approximation of what political science approaches mean by the term “populism”. While scholars
have long debated this the definition of this concept (Rooduijn, 2019), it has become consensual to use
this label in a non-normative way to describe formations that share a worldview which opposes “the
people”, who is seen as “pure”, to “corrupt elites” (Canovan, 1999 ; Hawkins & Rovira Kaltwasser, 2017 ;
Laclau, 2005 ; Moffitt, 2020 ; Mudde & Kaltwasser, 2012 ; Müller, 2017 ; Rooduijn et al., 2019 ; Taggart,
2004 ; Van Kessel, 2014).

Over the last three decades, research on populism began by focusing on its right-wing variants (Alber-
tazzi & McDonnell, 2007 ; Mudde, 2007). Only recently did left-wing formations draw direct attention to

11. This figure does not correspond to the number of people following the Yellow Vest groups in our sample, as many of
them were members of several groups.

12. The ural library enabled us to standardize and homogenize URLs as much as possible in order to get rid of variants
of an address that all point to the same page
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the relationship between populism and left-wing politics in Europe (March, 2007 ; Stavrakakis & Katsam-
bekis, 2014). In this respect, the Yellow Vests, which bring together people with strong far-right or far-left
convictions, fit with an understanding of “populism” that does not seek to define it on a right/left axis
– on which the Yellow Vests refuse to define their own position. Instead, it sees it as constant opposition
to the institutions and the power of elites and representatives – an oppositional distance that seems to
stem from a moral construction pitting the people against the elites (Moffitt, 2020 ; Mudde & Kaltwasser,
2012). Yet this Manichean construction does not eclipse the variety of positions on the right/left axis.
In spite of the Yellow Vests’ central motivation being the opposition to power, the heterogeneity of their
political references finds ground on both ends of the left-right axis, and therefore persists. Borrowing
the term that Pirro (2018) coined for the Italian Five Star Movement, one might say that the Yellow
Vests represent “versatile populism”, which articulates political traits found at both ends of the political
spectrum, without necessarily mixing them. Other works, based of opinion surveys, have stressed that the
plurality of ways of sympathizing with the Yellow Vests movements, which are more readily expressed on
the left and right fringes of the scales of opinion, neither erases the diversity of ideologies nor allows them
to be brought together in a single homogeneous whole (Algan, Beasley, Cohen, & Foucault, 2019). This
result also appears in the distribution of Yellow Vests Facebook groups in the latent ideological space
inductively constructed through our method.

4.4 Dynamic Analysis

The political structuring shown in Figuree 10 is very clear, but could it be the result of an ex-post
construction artefact in our sample, which tends to flatten a year of debate and mobilization into a single
representation, albeit a two-dimensional one ? It seems clear that the Yellow Vests are located on Facebook
in a political space at a distance from the Republic’s institutions. However, it is theoretically possible that
the movement mutated between 17 November 2018 and the spring of 2019, so that the strong dispersion
we found actually resulted from the temporal aggregation of successive moments of mobilization, whose
political centre of gravity would have shifted. The advantage of our method is precisely that it allows
us to follow the distribution of the ideological space the Yellow Vests occupy by cutting out a variety of
temporal groups.

To answer this question, we have delineated four periods (Figure 11), which we deemed likely to
correspond to a partition of the Yellow Vests movement in four phases : first, the movement’s preparation
before the first Act ; then intensification of the mobilization in Paris and across France, culminating in the
degradation of the Arc de Triomphe ; third, a phase in which the movement settled in through the winter
until the strong revival of mobilization in Act VIII ; and, finally, a fourth phase which corresponds to its
gradual exhaustion. While this temporal breakdown makes it possible to answer the initial question, the
answer it provides is not unambiguous. In its first weeks, and particularly before the first Acts took place,
the Yellow Vests movement mobilized many far-right resources on Facebook. During this first phase, the
distribution is tightly concentrated on this part of our latent space. The next two phases (from Act I to
Act VIII, which was marked by media coverage of former boxing champion Christophe Dettinger defying
riot police bare-fisted on the Léopold-Sédar-Senghor footbridge) clearly show a progressive shift in the
movement, towards the left of the political spectrum. However, the space occupied by the movement also
tends slowly to flatten out on the right/left axis – a finding that the fourth period seems to confirm. Over
the months, the very strong initial concentration (on the right of the ideological spectrum) was replaced
by a much more scattered distribution, which quite aptly illustrates the notion of polyvalent populism.

4.5 The geometry of discourses

The content of the Yellow Vests’ discourses can also be positioned in the latent ideological space to
shed light on a range of themes and categories of expression. We did so in two steps. In the first step,
we divided the ideological space occupied by all our posts into 16 rectangles, each containing an identical
number of posts 13. We then isolated the 4 rectangles which corresponded to the most extreme posts

13. We used a KD Tree decomposition to cut out the space
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Figure 11 – Ideological distribution of Yellow Vest posts as a function of URLs cited in four succes-
sive periods. 28 000 random URLs were sampled for each period, so as to construct distributions that
correspond to a constant number of entities in each period. The successive concentric contour lines also
correspond to a constant density level from one period to the next, which reveals a gradual flattening of
the distribution

in the two dimensions of our analysis. Each set thus brought together about 20,000 posts located in
these rectangles, at the furthest point from the movement’s centre of gravity. We thus distinguish the
posts closest to power and the furthest to the left (Left-Power), the closest to power and the furthest to
the right (Right-Power), the furthest from power and the furthest to the right (Right-Opposition), the
furthest from power and the furthest to the left (Left-Opposition). We were then able to use terminological
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extraction 14 to identify the most frequent terms in each box 15.
For the final representation, we retained only those terms whose distribution in our 4 predefined sets

was the most unbalanced, so as to show in a ring the terms most specifically associated with the different
directions in the ideological space. Figure 12 thus shows, in each frame, specific demands and names of
organizations or public figures (we have chosen to use a red font to differentiate these individuals).
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Figure 12 – The Yellow Vests’ words. The terms (shown in red when they are actors’ names) are
positioned in a ring pulled into shape by the Left/Right and Opposition/Power dimensions according to
their relative frequency of appearance in the ideological space. In the peripheral boxes, we have listed the
terms most exclusive to each category

The closer one is to power and institutions (in the upper part of the graph), the more the themes
discussed on both the right and left sides are related to the workings of institutions and democracy.
Participatory and constitutional demands, such as the Citizens’ Initiative Referendum (RIC) demanded
by part of the Yellow Vest movement, appear in the pole that is most integrated into the central and
institutional space. Terms linked to members of the government and public policies (taxpayers’ money,
public service, taxes, transportation, or RSA – the baseline solidarity income for the unemployed) are
located in this upper part of the graph. On the other hand, the further one goes down the graph and
away from institutions, the more the thematic demands differ between poles located further and further
to the left and to the right. In the oppositional left wing, the demands focus on contesting economic power
(economic aid, public hospital, social emergency) around the middle of the graph, but the theme of police
violence almost completely saturates the most oppositional area on the figure’s left hand side (injuries,

14. We were inspired by Jason Kessler’s Scattertext library to produce this visualization
15. After eliminating empty words and cleaning up the slag present in the posts (isolated characters, encoding problems),

we identified almost 5,200 terms (including bigrams) whose frequency of appearance in the sub-corpus composed of our
four rectangles is above an arbitrary threshold of 80. We finished by cleaning up manually to eliminate certain duplicates
(singular/plural, spelled out acronyms).
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police assault, public liberties, mutilation, [police brutality victim] Zineb Redouane, etc.), leaving only a
small space for the actors who frame the Yellow Vests’ demands on the far-left (NPA, Frédéric Lordon,
Mélenchon, Ruffin, etc.). The police also feature in the oppositional right-wing part (bottom right of the
map), but to defend it, this time. The terms migrants and Islamization also appear, as a reminder of the
influence of far-right themes. Thus placed in the latent ideological space constructed for this research, the
Yellow Vests’ lexicon on Facebook also shows the extreme political heterogeneity of polyvalent populism.

Conclusion - propagating a latent ideological space

Starting from an analysis of the structure of the social network that links French MPs to their Twitter
followers, we were able to position the ideology behind the Yellow Vests’ information sharing practices
on Facebook. In spite of their refusal to be boxed into a party or a political orientation, the inference
method we employed allows us to position the Yellow Vests on Facebook along two dimensions that
correspond to a traditional right-left axis and a second axis opposing Power and Counter-Power. Close
to 2 million posts, published on almost a thousand public Facebook groups associated with the Yellow
Vests movement, were thus positioned in this latent ideological space. These posts are not homogeneously
distributed in the space ; they are mostly grouped together in a space opposed to power (lower part).
Monitoring their position over the course of the acts that punctuated the movement’s evolution shows
that the movement was initially inspired by staunch right-wing resources before very quickly widening
out to the left while remaining faithful to an attitude of dissent, which is typical of polyvalent populism.
But how can a latent ideological space constructed from MPs’ Twitter followers be a relevant tool to
position millions of Yellow Vest Facebook posts ? The quality of the outcomes yielded by the propagation
technique used in this research raises questions on the reasons for its effectiveness. Immersed in this latent
ideological space, the Yellow Vests mobilization unfolds within coordinates that make it more intelligible :
determining features of its dynamics emerge, the movement’s heterogeneity becomes mappable, and it
becomes possible to link the themes of their demands to political positions. Although it is still difficult
to accurately assess these new methodologies’ contributions and pitfalls, we would like to propose some
reflections to initiate a conversation on the contributions of data-driven approaches to social science
research.

The first characteristic of this method is its inductive nature. This allowed us to avoid assigning
actors to a political scale that they contest (self-positioning on the right-left axis, inferring from past
votes, casting out non-respondents and respondents who refuse to take a position). This approach is
original in the way it projects these positions as if they were emerging alongside the actors, by tracing
the geometry of a virtual space in which their behaviour makes sense in relation to one another. Our
choices of input data (from MPs), of means to extend them (the Twitter platform), and of a vehicle to
propagate the space (URL sharing) is by no means neutral and plays a significant part in orienting the
construction of this space, against the backdrop of the most legitimate definition of politics. But the fact
remains that the dimensions produced by this space were defined neither by central political actors nor
by researchers but, instead, by the behaviour of thousands of Twitter accounts. The particularity of such
an approach is that it obviously lacks precision when positions are observed locally, at the scale of an
individual URL that is not widely shared yet that is remarkably consistent overall.

The second characteristic of this propagation technique is the flexibility in the architecture of its latent
ideological space : a research tool of a new kind, the potentialities and shortcomings of which are yet to be
fully apprehended. The dimensions it reveals take on different colours according to the entities that are
immersed in it, while nevertheless expressing the same kinds of properties. While this space’s first axis is
surely most accurately described as a spectrum of opposition between government parties and opposition
parties at the time of its gestation in chambers of parliament, it takes on a different meaning when the
media is immersed in this same space. The opposition between mainstream media with a large audience
and the more radical and peripheral media thus constitutes another way of defining the same dimension
of this latent ideological space. Finally, when applied to the Yellow Vests’ behaviour, the distribution on
the axis of the distance to power becomes an index of “populism” that is relevant enough to cast original
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light on the movement. As a structure that is both stable and flexible, the latent ideological space thus
constitutes an instrument of exploration that can be used to read and interpret a broad range of processes,
so long as they leave traces in the digital space. This inductive method is therefore particularly suited to
characterize spontaneous collective actors with no formal ties to parties or trade unions, like the Yellow
Vests.

Finally, the last characteristic has to do with explanations for the “flexible stability” in this method.
Two answers come to mind. The first is that the URLs shared on social media – which we refer to
here as the “media space” for the sake of simplicity – constitute a structure that is sufficiently stable
and frequently mobilized to propagate, over long distances and to entities that seem quite foreign to
it, ideological positions arising from some Internet users following the Twitter accounts of deputies or
senators. Because the positions of media websites in relation to one another draw a topography with
a relatively stable structure, they constitute a relevant intermediary to migrate ideological positions
towards all sorts of digital actors who share URLs from news sites. The second explanation is closely
related to the first and has to do with the codified and organized aspect of Internet users’ behaviour. This
space’s structure can be propagated thanks to a certain form of practical rationality in the attitudes of
Internet users : in their choices of Twitter subscriptions and in their practices of sharing hypertext links
from media they engage with, they assemble, bundle, and oppose information in a much more diverse
and varied way than they would if they had to regulate their practices according to a set of fixed and
binding ideological values. And yet, the compound effect of Internet users sharing very large amounts
of information ends up yielding a legible and orderly behaviour. Approaches based on digital data can
introduce an original contribution by making it possible to extract information from a considerable
mass of digital micro-behavioural data, so as to bring out a sufficiently coherent overall order affording
an interpretation framework that can be moved from one social space to another. This approach thus
provides an abstract and distant framework for analysis that is spontaneously produced by the organized
aspect of individual behaviours when they are measured on a large scale.
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Table 1 – Domaines les plus cités par les 892 groupes Facebook.
domaines Nombre de mentions Nombre de groupes nombre d’URLs uniques
youtube video 474390 887 100533
FranceTVInfo 81518 861 13634
Russia Today en Français 53226 811 5020
Le Parisien (Aujourd’hui en France) 52203 831 10406
Le Monde 38889 808 4962
Le Figaro 37017 814 6309
20minutes.fr 35272 810 6452
BFMTV 30664 804 5423
Revolutionpermanente.fr 28797 780 2044
Libération 28010 769 3399
HuffingtonPost.fr 27553 770 5005
www.mesopinions.com 26768 809 2614
Mediapart, le club 26596 762 2331
Mediapart 26271 725 2378
fr.Sputniknews.com 24362 695 4748
France Bleu 24076 787 4946
Ouest France 23570 765 5293
L’Obs 21147 762 2773
www.change.org 17899 770 3371
Actu.fr 17065 707 4540
Marianne 16209 692 1431
LCI / TF1 15397 747 3380
L’Express 14897 686 2910
Europe1.fr 14335 704 2701
Le Point 14059 691 2717
RTL 13923 707 2517
Gj-Magazine.com 13281 595 2144
Sud Ouest 12369 634 2828
Planetes360.fr 11552 623 1803
Le Dauphiné 11013 624 2523
Capital 10906 656 1390
La Voix du Nord 10734 606 3242
www.leetchi.com 9952 679 2015
La Dépêche du Midi 9755 610 2339
Reporterre.net 9563 638 813
La Provence 8997 566 2829
actu.Orange.fr 8892 560 3183
MSN fr 8308 494 3482
FDeSouche 7145 261 4455
Midi Libre 6885 543 1622
Actu17.fr 6823 591 1138
Yetiblog.org 6803 592 479
L’Humanité 6632 539 1010
Bastamag.net 6611 550 536
chng.it 6396 572 2436
Union populaire républicaine (UPR) 6278 460 659
Franceinter.fr 5969 592 1103
vimeo.com 5969 592 720
www.dailymotion.com 5931 623 1404
www.article3.fr 5885 551 60
Resistance Républicaine 5596 444 1761
Le Progrès 5430 458 1595
Valeurs Actuelles 5352 500 1422
Public Sénat 5071 536 527
CNews 4869 539 1385
RMC 4792 582 1095
Le Journal du Dimanche (JDD) 4697 538 881
Bvoltaire.fr 4572 409 1713
Lundi.am 4262 508 301
Les Echos 4186 500 1126
Ripostelaique.com 4103 401 1259
Vincent Lapierre (LeMediaPourTous.fr) 4027 529 177
Lesmoutonsrebelles.com 4008 485 560
Franceculture.fr 3997 465 725
L’Est Républicain 3994 404 1279
Var-Matin 3983 390 910
Challenges 3959 478 884
France Soir 3899 523 383
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